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Effect of Emulated Head-Tracking for Reducing
Localization Errors in Virtual Audio Simulation

György Wersényi

Abstract—Virtual audio simulation uses head-related transfer
function (HRTF) synthesis and headphone playback to create
a sound field similar to real-life environments. Localization
performance is influenced by parameters such as the recording
method and the spatial resolution of the HRTFs, equalization of
the measurement chain as well as common headphone playback
errors. The most important errors are in-the-head localization and
front-back reversals. Among other cues, small movements of the
head are considered to be important to avoid these phenomena.
This study uses the BEACHTRON sound card and its HRTFs for
emulating small head-movements by randomly moving the virtual
sound source to emulate head-movements. This method does
not need any additional equipment, sensors, or feedback. Fifty
untrained subjects participated in the listening tests using dif-
ferent stimuli and presentation speed. A virtual target source was
rendered in front of the listener by random movements of 1 –7 .
Experiments showed that this kind of simulation can be helpful to
resolve in-the-head localization, but there is no clear benefit for
resolving front-back errors. Emulation of small head-movements
of 2 could actually increase externalization rates in about 21% of
the subjects while presentation speed is not significant.

Index Terms—Auditory display, head-tracking, head-related
transfer function (HRTF) synthesis, virtual localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE former Graphical User Interface for Blind Persons
Project (GUIB) was focused on creating a virtual audio

display (VAD) for the elderly and the visually disabled [1], [2].
These individuals do not have the possibility to use graphical
user interfaces and they need special tools if they want to
use personal computers. This project included a number of
experiments, such as finding the proper mapping between icons
or events on the screen and sound samples (called Earcons),
possibilities of different input media (touch screens, Braille key-
boards), and evaluation of different playback systems [3]–[5].
First, a multichannel loudspeaker array was tested and was
found to be inappropriate. Subsequently, a headphone-based
approach employing head-related transfer function (HRTF)
filtering was used. Both methods used the BEACHTRON sound
card to render the spatial sound. Although the GUIB project
ended years ago, some psychoacoustic measurements have
been made with this system. Those investigations focused, e.g.,
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on headphone playback errors, localization blur, and spatial
resolution of the VAD.

II. HEAD-TRACKING AND VIRTUAL LOCALIZATION

The purpose of our current investigation is to find tools to im-
prove the localization performance with the system mentioned
above. In a parallel investigation, we tested additional high-pass
and low-pass filtering of sound sources to bias correct localiza-
tion judgments in the median plane [6].

One of the main goals of this study is to decrease front–back
reversals or in-the-head localization rates. During head-
phone playback, these errors influence the localization
[7]–[14]. State-of-the-art multimedia virtual simulators use
head-tracking devices, simulation of room reverberation, and
different methods to create the best-fitting HRTF set [15]–[19].
Head-tracking has been shown to be important for reducing
such errors [20]–[23]. Furthermore, small head-movements
(often unwanted) of about 1 –3 could influence in-the-head
localization in free-field listening through small changes in
the interaural differences. We conjecture that such small
head-movements could reduce in-the-head localization and the
small changes in the interaural level and time differences may
lead to better results. Dynamic changes introduced by small
movements of the head, whether intentional or unintentional,
can be relevant [14], [24], [25]. The idea is to add some kind of
“jitter” to the interaural differences through the applied HRTFs
to simulate the effects of micro head-movements.

State-of-the-art methods use headphones with a head-
tracking device. Such a device has some sort of feedback and
additional hardware (e.g., laser pointer and receivers, magnetic
sensors, etc.), and typically requires considerable computa-
tional resources. In such systems, it is possible to change
the HRTFs dynamically, to create a correct spatial event, and
compute the appropriate HRTFs synchronized to the listener’s
head-movements.

By contrast, our system is built on different methods. Instead
of moving the head, using feedback and additional equipment,
we simply simulate these movements by moving the virtual
sound source. This is achieved by small changes in the HRTFs
that are not synchronized with the actual position of the head.
The idea behind this is that motion is relative: turning the head
one degree to the left in front of a steady source corresponds to
a steady listener and moving the sound source one degree to the
right. However, motion of the source does not necessarily sub-
stitute for voluntary motion of the listener if the motion is large.
In this manner, small head-movements can be replaced by the
movement of the sound source. This virtual movement of the
source is achieved through HRTF synthesis only. The goal of
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the 2-D VAD. The acoustic surface is parallel to the�-�
plane. The origin (the reference location) is in the front of the listener �� �
� � � �.

the investigation is to explore whether source motion can re-
place additional hardware and head-tracking devices. To sim-
ulate only small movements of the head, and to investigate the
influence on in-the-head localization and reversal rates, changes
in the HRTFs about 1 –4 are applied.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The virtual audio display is simulated in front of the listener
as a 2-D sound screen as seen in Fig. 1. The BEACHTRON
system uses the HRTFs of a “good localizer” from measure-
ments by Wightman and Kistler [26]–[30]. According to the
user’s manual, the simulation method of the BEACHTRON card
includes a distance model (for simulating atmospheric loss) but
no room models or any other additional signal processing on the
HRTF set [26]. Real-time filtering by the head-related impulse
responses (HRIRs) and equalization for the Sennheiser HD540
headphone is made in the time-domain by FIR filters of length
75 taps (per ear). Furthermore, it is possible to set the head-di-
ameter to obtain a better interaural time difference simulation.

The investigation was made in an anechoic chamber. Fifty un-
trained male university students, all with normal hearing (tested
in a standardized audiometric scan) between 19 and 22 years
participated.

The program sets the virtual sound source in the “front” di-
rection , which we considered as the target source
location. Without rendering, this is a stationary source, a ref-
erence condition. During rendering, the sound source is moved
randomly by changing the values of the following three param-
eters, denoted by and . Here specifies the direction
and extent of the movement both horizontal and vertical (0 to
10 ; the case corresponds to no movement, and creates
the reference condition of a stationary source). The parameter

specifies the number of times the source location is changed
(1 to 100). The parameter specifies the number of times the
stimulus is presented in one location (1 to 1000).

Fig. 2. Representation of parameters� � � (left) and� � � (right). The total
number of rendered source positions is ���� �� .

TABLE I
VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS � AND � (USED FOR BASIC SIGNAL

PRESENTATION CONDITIONS) AS A FUNCTION OF PRESENTATION SPEED

After setting these parameters, a white noise signal of 10 ms
was rendered. The total duration of the stimulus was

ms (1)

For example, by setting , and , the fol-
lowing presentation could be made. A random generator calcu-
lates an actual source location within around the origin that
includes in all directions (see Fig. 2).
These dots represent potential source locations. With ,
50 actual source locations will be determined and in each loca-
tion the sound file will be presented five times (50 ms). Because
the potential number of different locations is only 25,
means that all of them will be selected twice in a random order.
For small ’s, each potential source location is used several
times. As a consequence, when the number of potential source
locations is higher than , only part of all possible source loca-
tions could be used. The actual length of the stimulus is not cru-
cial, because it is a consequence of parameter . Using a 10-ms
sound file and a number of 50 for parameter is the same as
using a 50-ms sound file and a value of 10 for parameter . By
reducing the number of and increasing the number of , we
can simulate faster head-movements.

During rendering, subjects are asked to report 1) whether the
perceived location is in the head, 2) the front-back reversals,
and 3) whether they experience the percept of a stationary or a
moving source (perception of movement). This latter question
is a control, because our goal is to simulate a sound source that
appears to be steady, and thus we would like the subjects not
to detect any movement. In other words, we want to confine the
location of the virtual source within the limits of localization
blur. We assumed that about 1 –3 of random movement will
be perceived as a stationary source.

At the start of the experiment, all subjects were exposed to the
reference condition where , corresponding to a stationary
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TABLE II
SUMMARIZED RESULTS FOR 50 SUBJECTS USING WHITE NOISE EXCITATION. CLASSIFICATIONS FOR IN-THE-HEAD LOCALIZATION

(IHL) AND FRONT-BACK REVERSALS (FBR) ARE SHOWN FOR VARIOUS SPEEDS OF PRESENTATION. DISTRIBUTION OF

INCORRECT ANSWERS IS REPRESENTED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF “OTHER” AND “BACK” ANSWERS

source in front of them, followed by stimuli with different
and parameters. During a measurement, a nonmoving sound
source is sometimes rendered.

For simplifying and reducing the parameters, three basic
signal presentation setups were determined. Slow (S) means
a few possible source locations, but in each location a longer
playback time. On the other hand, fast (F) includes more sound
source locations and shorter playback time per location. An
average (A) was also selected in between (Table I). At slow
presentation the HRTFs were updated about in every second,
while at average this update is about two times a second, and at
fast presentation it is about five times a second.

Parameter was increased throughout the experiment and
was terminated when subjects reported the percept of a moving
sound source (by answering “yes” to the third question). First,
they were exposed to the reference situation . Second,
parameter was set to 1, and the listening test was repeated,
etc. After reporting the perception of movement, the simulation
was stopped. This means that subjects exceeded the limit of the
individual localization blur that would influence the measure-
ment and the evaluation [31].

Seven different sound files were used for the investigation:
white noise, 1500 Hz low-pass and 7000 Hz high-pass filtered
noise, a female voice saying “welcome,” and three commonly
used MS Windows sounds. These were “empty recycle bin,”
“critical stop,” and the “exclamation”—all familiar with MS
Windows users (they can be found in the Windows/Media
folder). The selection criteria for these included spectral con-
tent, familiarity, and possible use for Earcons in the future [6],
[33].

During evaluation, subjects answered the following ques-
tions: “Is the sound source externalized or in-the-head?”,
“Where is the simulated sound source in the virtual space?”,
and “Do you have the percept of a moving source?”. The first
and last questions are a 2-category-forced-choice (yes/no)
but the second is a 3-category-forced-choice (front/back/other
direction).

The goal of Experiment 1 was to find the optimal value for
parameter , and used only white noise excitation. Experiment
2 then used all seven sound files, but only two values for , 0
(as a reference) and 2 .

IV. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1

1) Results for In-the-Head Localization: The effectiveness
of source motion in reducing in-the-head localization was eval-
uated by classifying the subjects into one of four categories

— Subjects for whom the emulation of head-movement was
not necessary for resolving in-the-head localization (they
do not have it even without emulation). This group is la-
beled NN.

— Subjects for whom the emulation of head-movement did
not help by resolving in-the-head localization (they have it
from the beginning and also with emulation). This group
is labeled YY.

— Subjects for whom the emulation of head-movements did
help to resolve in-the-head localization (first they have it,
later they do not). This group is labeled YN.

— Subjects for whom the emulation indicated in-the-head lo-
calization (they did not have it, but with the emulation they
do). This group is labeled NY.

At an average rendering speed, from the 50 subjects, 17 found
the emulation helpful. Most of them (26) did not need it because
they externalized the sound source from the beginning. For six
subjects, the emulation did not help at all. It is interesting that
one subject first reported externalized source, then in-the-head
localization during the emulation. Table II shows the results for
in-the-head localization (IHL), front-back reversals (FBR) and
front-back errors (FB errors) for slow (S), average (A), and fast
(F) source motion.

2) Results for Front-Back Reversals: Similar evaluation of
measured data can be made for front-back reversals using the
same representation method in the tables and measurement pa-
rameters. With HRTF rendering, virtual sources that are sup-
posed to be directly in front of the listener are often perceived to
be in back, which is a significant localization error. Even using
HRTFs from a good localizer can lead to a high rate of reversals.
In this evaluation, we only have three sets for classification:

— Subjects for whom the emulation of head-movement was
not necessary and they had a correct, frontal image even
without emulation. This group is labeled FF.

— Subjects for whom the emulation of head-movements did
help to increase the number of frontal judgments. This
group is labeled RF.

— Subjects for whom the emulation of head-movement did
not help at all. This group is labeled RR.

Table II shows these results at the three different presenta-
tion speeds. It is clear that this emulation is not very effective in
increasing correct judgments of subjects. Only 2 to 9 subjects
out of 50 gained something from the emulation, most of them
gained nothing. The error rates are about 50%, and the best re-
sults are for the average speed (18%). From the total answers of
150 (for all speeds), only 17 indicated any kind of improvement
(11%).

The table also shows the total number of individual false an-
swers representing the difference between “rear” and “other”
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TABLE III
SUMMARIZED RESULTS FOR 50 SUBJECTS USING WHITE NOISE STIMULUS. COLUMNS SHOW THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS WHO PERCEIVED THE MOTION FROM

� � � TO � � �, RESPECTIVELY. THE AVERAGE IN DEGREES AS WELL AS THE NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH A GAIN IS ALSO SHOWN

TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR IN-THE-HEAD LOCALIZATION OF 50 SUBJECTS FOR ALL STIMULI AND PRESENTATION SPEED �� � ��. THE LAST COLUMN SHOWS THE RELATIVE

VALUE OF SUBJECTS HIGHLIGHTED FOR WHOM THE EMULATION WAS EFFICIENT (RELATIVE NUMBER OF YN ANSWERS FOR ALL STIMULI ON AVERAGE)

sound directions. The answer “rear” is about two times more
frequent than “other” directions. During evaluation, every an-
swer different from “front” was regarded as an error report. Re-
sults for slow and fast presentation tend to be worse, so in con-
nection with front-back errors, a medium speed of presentation
seems to be appropriate. Individual results of the data displayed
in Table II can be found for white noise only in [32].

3) Perception of Movement: During reporting sensations
about externalization and front-back errors, we wanted to know
if the subjects perceive the motion or not. The experiment
stops if they do. We analyzed this limit in connection with
presentation speed and error values as well.

At average speed, two subjects reported the motion sensation
at 2 , 33 subjects at 3 , 14 subjects at 4 , and one subject at 5
(see Table III); the average is 3.98 . An interesting result is that
out of the 17 subjects for whom the emulation helped resolving
in-the-head localization, only one person reported externaliza-
tion and the perception of movement at the same distance; on
the other hand, 16 subjects externalized the sound source 1 or
2 before they perceived movement. Taking this one subject out,
we can conclude that for 16 out of 50 subjects (one-third), the
motion contributed to externalization.

At fast speed, this number is 14 out of 50. At 2 , nobody
perceived the movement. At slow speed, we have to exclude two
of the 17 subjects for the same reason, that is externalization and
perception of movement appear simultaneously. So the motion
was helpful for 15 out of 50.

Summarizing these results, we can conclude that about one-
third of the subjects gain something from the emulation for
externalization, almost independent of presentation speed. The
value is roughly optimal, because this seems to be the
most appropriate for most of the subjects. We have to take into
account that can be perceived as movement at slow speed
of presentation. This is rather interesting, as one might expect

that perception of movement is more likely at a faster speed of
presentation.

We have to also mention here that this kind of localization
blur of about 3 –4 is an average on the whole 2-D surface
around the origin, including movements in the horizontal plane
and in the median plane, while results of localization blur mea-
surements usually represent horizontal and vertical directions
separately [2], [33].

B. Experiment 2

Based on the results from Experiment 1, we used only
for reference and for emulation in Experiment 2. The
goal of this second part was to determine any influence on the
results using different stimuli.

1) Results for In-the-Head Localzation and Reversal Rates:
Tables IV and V show results for in-the-head localization
and front-back errors for all stimuli and presentation speeds,
respectively. The last column shows the relative values. For
in-the-head localization, motion was helpful (YN) for 22%,
22%, and 21.71% of the subjects, i.e., 21.90% on average.
Averaged values are 22.67% for the group NN, 36.76% for YY,
and 18.67% for NY.

Similarly, Table V presents relative values in the last column.
On average, there is an increase in correct judgments by only
14.38% of the subjects, while 39.43% have frontal perception
with and without emulation. For 46.19%, emulation does not
help at all.

2) Individual Results for Different Stimuli: Tables IV and V
also provide data about the different types of stimuli. As ex-
pected, white noise is often externalized, followed by high-fre-
quency sounds and female speech. For Windows samples, re-
ducing the speed increased externalization rates. The file “ex-
clamation.wav” is systematically worse than “critical stop.wav”
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TABLE V
RESULTS FOR FRONT–BACK REVERSALS OF 50 SUBJECTS FOR ALL STIMULI AND PRESENTATION SPEED �� � ��. THE LAST COLUMN SHOWS THE RELATIVE

VALUE OF SUBJECTS HIGHLIGHTED FOR WHOM THE EMULATION WAS EFFICIENT (RELATIVE NUMBER OF RF ANSWERS FOR ALL STIMULI ON AVERAGE)

and “recycle.wav.” The results for the last two are almost iden-
tical.

For speech, average or slow presentation is recommended.
While speech is externalized more frequently without emulation
of movement at these speeds than Windows sounds, the emula-
tion of head-movement has a bigger impact on the externaliza-
tion of Windows-sounds than of speech. At fast presentation,
speech is not the optimal signal for externalization.

There is no clear evidence that familiar sounds from the
operating system would be better externalized than speech or
noise. Familiar Windows-sounds may be more informative in
meaning, but localization performance depends foremost, on
spectral content, and second, on presentation speed.

Basically, the same conclusions can be drawn for front-back
rates: increase due to the emulation can be observed for the Win-
dows-sounds at medium speed and for speech at fast speed. It is
common that motion is more helpful at slow presentation speed.

V. CONCLUSION

Fifty untrained subjects participated in listening tests using
HRTF synthesis and headphone playback. A virtual target
source was simulated in front of the listener. An initial sta-
tionary presentation was followed by random movements of
1 –7 around the reference location in all directions. The
goal was to simulate small head-movements and to evaluate
front–back reversal and in-the-head localization rates. The most
important idea was to replace unintentional, small head-move-
ments during real-life listening with simulated object motion.
In virtual simulation this corresponds to dynamic changes in the
HRIRs. However, this random, small amplitude object motion
must not be recognized by the listeners. The goal was to find
whether this undetectable motion improves localization or not.

Experiment 1 led us to conclude that motion can help resolve
in-the-head localization for about one-third of the subjects if
we randomly move the simulated sound source by about 1 –2
using white noise stimuli. On the other hand, the emulation did
not really influence front–back reversal rates. Simulated head-
movements more than 4 will be perceived as a moving source.

Experiment 2 used seven different types of stimuli. Emulation
of small head-movements of 2 could actually increase exter-
nalization rates in about 21% of the subjects. Broadband signals
and stimuli with more high-frequency content are recommended
for practical applications. Presentation speed is not critical, an
average speed seems to be optimal for all kinds of stimuli. The
same is true for front–back reversals, although only about 14%

found the emulation helpful. This rate seems to be too low to
be useful, so this kind of emulation has much more impact on
in-the-head localization. Practical applications such as creating
Earcons, Auditory Icons, or virtual environments for blind per-
sons may benefit from an implementation of an emulation like
this during playback without the need of any additional hard-
ware for head-tracking.
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